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At Washington International School in Taichung (WIST), our admission policy is centered 
around admitting students who align with the core values and principles of our institution. In 
accordance with the Ministry of Education's (MOE) Implementation Plan for 12-year Basic 
Education, WIST has established an inclusive admissions policy that embodies the principles 
of 'education without distinction,' 'education according to aptitude,' 'nurture by nature,' and 
'multiple development opportunities’. At WIST we facilitate the seamless transition of students 
in bridging education from elementary education to junior and senior secondary education. 

Our primary goal is to offer a comprehensive and inclusive education that equips students for 
success in a global society. At WIST, we are dedicated to evaluating applicants based on their 
potential to thrive in an international educational environment. We highly value academic 
excellence, English proficiency, and a genuine enthusiasm for learning in our prospective 
students. Our admission process is designed to ensure fairness and equal opportunities for 
all aspiring students who wish to become part of our diverse and dynamic learning community. 

Before admission to our school, students take placement tests to include English and 
Mathematical proficiency, and aptitude for learning. All prospective students are required to 
attend an interview, take placement examinations, and their educational records are 
assessed. The placement examinations cover English; speaking, reading, listening, writing, 
and mathematics.  

At WIST, we welcome students between the ages of twelve and eighteen, 
encompassing Grade 7 to Grade 12. To ensure the best possible learning environments, 
class sizes are tailored to meet students' needs and align with MOE requirements.  

Appendices: 

Admission Procedures 
In cases where the school is already at full capacity, students may be placed on a waiting list. 
For new students seeking admission, they are required to complete the registration process 
within 10 days after receiving the notification from the school. Applicants for junior high school 
need to provide their elementary diploma, while applicants for senior high school need to 
provide their junior high diploma and results from the Comprehensive Assessment Program 
(CAP) for Junior High School Students. Transferring students must provide their transcript and 
transferring certification from their previous school, and foreign students attending school in 
Taiwan must have their transcript certified by the overseas mission. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JBfWFnSk_1ki1JbrpCFeBt80wcnd8Qfv/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XMW_UVUhSJu9-7env5rxq2icY84rspfj/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1N86o1KCwghNN09r9dBm9ParcxoxNmRvw/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hKW-ANV9ktvS_mUlwXDlUHBvLb7QGdfQ/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18vIWX-U5KSzTS4BcSQpumdRFLUdKQ_Lr/view?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18vIWX-U5KSzTS4BcSQpumdRFLUdKQ_Lr/view?usp=drive_link
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Translation Disclaimer: 
The translation of this document is provided for informational purposes only. While we strive to ensure accuracy, 
translations may not be perfect and can vary based on context, language nuances, and other factors. Please note 
that the original document or text always takes precedence over this translation. While we have made every effort 
to provide an accurate translation, variations in language, context, and interpretation may occur. We do not accept 
responsibility for any errors, omissions, or misinterpretations that may occur in the translation. 

AI Assistance Disclosure Statement 
Artificial intelligence (AI) played a role in assisting with the creation and drafting of this document, but it underwent 
extensive scrutiny and refinement by human experts to guarantee its accuracy, comprehensiveness, and alignment 
with our school's objectives and principles. 
The use of AI technology is intended to enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of our documentation development 
process. However, it is essential to emphasize that the final content and decisions reflect the collective input, 
expertise, and judgment of our team.  


